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Abstract-The paper deals with a class of quasilinear index-2 differential algebraic equations, 
which covers both linear variable coefficient systems as well as Hessenberg form equations. Sup- 
posing low smoothness only, the solvability of initial value problems is stated via classical analyti- 
cal techniques. For that class of differential algebraic equations, backward differentiation formulas 
and Runge-Kutta methods as well as projected versions are discussed with respect to feasibility, 
(in)stability, convergence, and asymptotical behaviour. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l], the reader is confronted with the differential equation 
which has already gained some fame by now. It serves as an example of the fact that integration 
methods which are stable and convergent for regular ordinary differential equations (ODE) may 
lose this property completely when being applied to so-called higher index differential algebraic 
equations (DAE). Let us have a closer look at the simple equation (l.l), whose solution can easily 
be computed to be 
a(t) = a(t) - 7@2(4, 
x2(4 = Q2H - q:w 
The backward Euler method applied to (1.1) is feasible supposed 17 # -1. Then it generates the 
numerical approximations 
Zl,j = dtj) - 7Itj22,j, 
77 1 
x2,j = l+rl x2,j-l + l+rl { Q2(tj) - i (Ql Ctj) - 41 @j-l)> 
> 
* 
Evidently, the backward Euler method becomes exponentially unstable if q < -0.5. In particular, 
in case of the very simple sources ql(t) = qz(t) = ct and the accurate initial value x2,0 = -c at 
t = 0, it holds that 
x2,,-x2(l)=ehr)((&)n-1) -+ 0, (h=++ 
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Equation (1.1) is a so-called index-2 DAE for all 17 E Iw. Does our example imply that index-2 
equations cannot be solved by common numerical methods? 
On the other hand, numerous papers reporting about orders of convergence and also stability, 
in particular for implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods and backward differentiation formulas 
(BDF) for nonlinear index-2 DAEs, have already been published (cf. [2]). Is this a contradiction? 
For an answer, three aspects should be taken into account: 
- When speaking of index-2 DAEs, almost all authors think of very special equations, namely 
those in so-called Hessenberg form, which are mostly even autonomously given as 
where $J’(Q) cp& (zr,22) is nonsingular. For such DAEs, positive theoretical results and 
well working algorithms are available. 
- Per definitionem, index-2 DAEs always contain an inherent differentiation problem, which 
causes any discretization in the usual context of the continuous function space to become 
unstable. Fortunately, the instability is only weak for certain classes of DAEs, and only 
certain error components are increased, say by l/h. This is not that bad; the point is to 
proceed cleverly. 
- Even in case of linear equations 
A(t) + + B(t) 4t> = q(t), (1.4 
whose leading coefficient matrix A(t) has a moving (rotary) nullspace N(t), a direct appli- 
cation of the BDF or of IRKS, respectively, is rather hopeless; one has to take into account 
exponential instabilities which possibly depend on otherwise completely equal parameter 
values. Equation (1.1) is an example of this. 
Most of the investigations concerning DAEs are based on the differentiation index or the 
geometrical index, which are both closely related. Let us regard (1.2), (1.3) once again in this 
context. Differentiation of the derivative free equation and substituting the derivative yields the 
system 
x; + &I, 22) = 0, 
$‘(Zl) cp(Xl, 22) = 0, 
and, repeating the procedure, 
x: + cp(Xl, 22) = 0, 
4 = (Q’(m) cp:,c 21rZ2))-1 {1cI’W(PL,( 21,22)$421,~2) + ~“(21)(P(~11~2)(P(~1,~2)}~ 
Thus, we have defined a vector field on 
M := {(el, ~2) E !Rm : $(x1) = 0, @(Xl) (P(Q,Z2) = 01. 
The differentiation index and the geometric index are both equal to 2. Now, in order to derive 
solvability statements from the theory of vector fields on manifolds, the functions cp,4 have to 
be fairly smooth. Unless it is an autonomous equation, relatively great smoothness is required 
with respect to t. The common standard trick to transform a nonautonomous DAE into an 
autonomous system by adding the equation t’ = 1 implies inadequate smoothness demands 
for (1.4), for example. 
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With the present paper, we have the following intentions: 
- By means of appropriate analytical investigations, we want to realize and make clear 
how to formulate initial value problems without having to go back directly to the only 
implicitly given state manifold M and how much smoothness is really needed for the 
unique solvability. 
- A class of DAEs that has been extended w.r.t. common investigations, i.e., 
A(t) z’(t) + g (x(t), t) = 0 (1.5) 
shall be investigated by BDF and IRK methods relative to solvability and applicability. 
This class includes the nonlinear Hessenberg form index-2 DAEs as well as the linear 
index-2 DAEs. Much of what has been said here may be applied to more general equations 
A (s(t), t) s’(t) + g (z(t), t) = 0. (1.6) 
- Let us emphasize the importance of special subspaces. From this point of view, DAEs with 
index 2 are nothing else but regular ODES, differentiation problems and certain simple 
assessments, which are coupled in a partly strongly distorted form. It is no surprise 
that discretizations cannot follow these distortions exactly, rather, it is surprising that, 
nevertheless, everything works well quite often. 
Why are DAEs having index 2 so interesting or important? Of course, as is common with 
lots of other equations, there is an inner-mathematical interest first of all. Moreover, many 
important applications are related with index-2 DAEs. For instance, semidiscretization of the 
Navier Stokes equations describing the incompressible fluid flow leads to index-2 DAEs. Further, 
in modern circuit simulation for the transient analysis, a charge/flux oriented formulation of the 
basic equations and algorithms is chosen, because it is convenient for assuring charge conservation. 
This may lead to index-2 DAEs. In case of singularly perturbed ODES of various kinds, the 
resulting system may be an index-2 DAE, e.g., this applies to the ring modulator model of 
Horneber (cf. [3]). M oreover, index reduction of Euler-Lagrange formulations of constrained 
mechanical systems by using an additional artificial Lagrangian multiplier yields an index-2 DAE 
(cf. [2]). In optimal control, index-2 problems play an increasing role. 
The interest in index-2 DAEs is growing simultaneously with our possibilities to treat these 
equations numerically with success. With our paper, we want to contribute to approaching a 
DAE solver that can even handle possibly general index-2 DAEs. At the same time, we strive for 
readable and obvious statements on the convergence and (in)stability of BDF and IRK methods, 
which make the approach and handling of already known facts (the proofs of which could hardly 
be reconstructed even by specialists) easier to understand. 
In Sections 2 and 3, this paper contains analytical investigations and resulting solvability 
statements that are partly new. Sections 4-6 are devoted to BDFs and IRK methods; the 
investigations generalize already known results for Hessenberg form index-2 DAEs. They match 
exactly the analytical decoupling mechanisms and are, thus, easier to understand. Now it becomes 
obvious that the feasibility of the BDF, i.e., the solvability of the nonlinear equations resulting 
per iteration step, refers to neighbourhoods not becoming closer proportionally to the stepsize. 
Hence, for the class of index-2 DAEs treated here, this problem, which was left open in [4], has 
been answered positively. No doubt, this is of great importance just for the practical realization 
of the methods. 
2. LINEAR CONTINUOUS COEFFICIENT EQUATIONS 
Consider the linear equation 
t E J, (2.1) 
with continuous coefficients. 
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Introduce the basic subspaces 
N(t) := kerA(t) c IV, 
S(t):= {z E IRF : B(t)2 E im A(t)} c Rm, 
and assume N(t) to be nontrivial as well as to vary smoothly with t, i.e., to be spanned by 
continuously differentiable basis functions ni, . . . , nm_,. E C1(J,Rm). Then, A(t) has constant 
rank T. 
The smoothness of N(t) means (see, e.g., [5]) that there exists a projector function Q E 
C’(J, L(Rm)) such that 
Q(t12 = Q(t), imQ(t) = N(t), t E J. 
Further, let P(t) := I - Q(t). 
The nullspace N(t) determines what kind of functions we should accept for solutions of (2.1). 
Namely, the trivial identity A(t) Q(t) = 0 implies 
A(t) s’(t) = A(t) P(t) z’(t) = A(t)(Pz)‘(t) - A(t) P’(t) z(t). 
Thus, (2.1) may be rewritten as 
-W(W’V) + (B(t) - A(t) P’(t)> x(t) = 4% (2.2) 
which shows the function space 
C$(J,F) := {y E C(J,W) : Py E C’(J,Rm)} 
to become the appropriate one for (2.1). Hence, we should ask for C&solutions, but not neces- 
sarily for Cl-solutions. 
Obviously, S(t) is the subspace wherein the homogeneous equation solution proceeds. Recall 
the condition 
s(t) (33 IV(t) = R”, tEJ (2.3) 
to characterize the class of index-l DAEs [6]. Condition (2.3) implies the matrix 
Al(t) := A(t) + (B(t) - A(t) P’(t)) Q(t) (2.4) 
to be nonsingular for all t E J. Multiplying (2.2) by PAT1 and QA,‘, we decouple this equation 
into the system (cf. Lemma A.l) 
(Px)’ - P’Px + PA;‘BPa: = PA,lq, 
Qx + QA,lBPx = QA;‘q. 
(2.5) 
Now a solution expression results immediately. We have 
z = Px + Qs = (I - QA,‘B) u + QA;lq, 
where u solves the regular linear ODE 
u’ - P’u + PA,lBu = PA,lq 
and starts at u(to) E im P(to) for some t, E J. 
Since I-(QA;‘B)(t) p re resents the canonical projector onto N(t) along S(t) (cf. Lemma A.l), 
we know S(t) to be filled by the homogeneous equation solution. On the other hand, a nontrivial 
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part &A;lq of the inhomogeneity causes the solutions to bulge from the subspace S(t), and to 
cover the whole lRm. Of course, such effects do not occur in regular ODES. For higher index 
DAEs, in particular for those having index 2, the condition (2.3) gets lost. Consequently, different 
subspaces are relevant for those equations. Contrary to the above index-l case, now a certain 
subspace of S(t) is only filled by the homogeneous equation solution. 
Introduce the two additional subspaces 
Nr(t) := ker Al(t), 
Sl(t) := {z E lWm : B(t) P(t) z E imAi(t)} . 
DEFINITION. Let A, B E C(J, L(W)) and N(t) var smoothly with t. The DAE (2.1) is said to y 
be index-2 tractable if the conditions 
dim (N(t) n S(t)) = const > 0, 
j&(t) 69 s(t) = Rrn, tEJ 
(2.6) 
are valid. 
REMARKS. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 
It holds that dimNi(t) = dim(N(t) n S(t)). 
Equation (2.6) implies both the matrices 
G2(4 := Al(t) + B(t) P(t) Ql(t) 
and 
A2(t) := Al(t) + (B(t) - Al(t) Wl>’ (t>) J’(t) &l(t) 
to become nonsingular, but A1 (t) to be singular now. Thereby, Qi (t) denotes the projector 
onto Nl(t) along S,(t), PI(t) := I- &l(t). &I is assumed to be C’. 
The relation 
A2 = G2 - A1(PP)‘PQ1 = Gz - G&(PPI)‘PQI 
= GP (I- PdPPd’PQl) 
is valid and (I - PI(PPI)‘PQI)-’ = I + PI(PPI)‘PQI. 
With Bi := (B - Al(PPl)‘) P, the subspace Sl(t) rewrites 
Sl(t) = {z E W” : l%(t) z E imAl(t)} . 
Hence, applying Lemma A.1 once more, we obtain the identities 
Q1 = QIA;‘Bl = QIA,‘BP = QIG,‘BP, QIQ = 0. 
Each DAE (2.1) having Kronecker index 2 is index-2 tractable 171. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
The index-2 conditions (2.6) imply the decompositions 
Wrn = N(t) al P(t) i%(t) cB P(t) x(t) 
= N(t) @imp(t) PI(t) @imp(t) &l(t), 
&(t) = N(t) f3 imp(t) PI(t), 
which are relevant now instead of (2.3) of the index-l case. Taking this into account, we decom- 
pose the DAE solution 2 E C& (J, Wm) into 
z=Q2+PP~2+PQlz=:ul+21+Pv. (2.9) 
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Multiplying (2.2) by PPI A,', QPI A,' and QI A,', respectively, and carrying out a few technical 
computations, we decouple the index-2 DAE into the system 
u’ - (PP+ + PPIA;% = PPIA,lq, (2.10) 
-(Qv)’ + (Q&l)’ (u + Pv) + w + QPlA;% = QPIA;lq, (2.11) 
v = QIA,‘q. (2.12) 
Equation (2.10) represents the inherent regular ODE of the DAE system. Supposing 
u(U E im P(tO) PI 
is satisfied at some t, E J, (2.10) implies 
(2.13) 
* 
Further, (2.12) resp. (2.11) lead to 
u = PPlU. 
2, = QIV w=Qw. 
Thus, solving (2.10)-(2.13) and letting x := u + Pv + w E CA, we obtain the solutions of our 
DAE (2.1). 
Inspired by the above decoupling we state initial conditions for (2.1) as 
This yields 
P(to) e(b) (d&4 - x0) = 0, z” E R” given. (2.14) 
u(L) = P(&J) Js(to) ~(~0) = P(h) Pi(L) x0, 
but we should not expect z(tO) = z’-’ to become true. Now, the following 3 assertions are easily 
proved by means of our decoupling. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (2.1) be index-2 tractable with continuously differentiable &I. Then, for 
each source 
q E {p E C(J,lP) : &IA& E C'(J,R")} , 
the initial value problems (2.1), (2.14) are uniquely solvable with solutions x E Ch(J, R”). 
Relating the max-norm to any compact interval Jo c J, t, E J,,, the inequality 
llzlloo + ll(Pz)‘llw I K { ll~llm + 11 (Q&‘d’Ilm + lP(td Pl(to) x01} 
becomes true. Thereby, K denotes a suitable constant. 
REMARKS. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
We ask for CA solutions. Any higher regularity of solutions, say Cl, needs additional 
smoothness of the coefficients, projectors and sources involved. Again, the decoupled 
system provides some help to state right conditions. In particular, for Cl solutions at 
least QlA,‘q E C2, QPlA,‘q E C1 have to be valid additionally. 
Recall that even in case of constant coefficient equations, the solution x does not depend 
continuously of q, i.e., IIq-q+ Iloo + 0 does not necessarily imply /IX--~+ Iloo + 0. The reason 
for this is known to be the inherent differentiation of the term v = QIAT1q (cf. (2.11)). 
In this context, the initial value problem (2.1), (2.14) belongs to the class of ill-posed 
problems. 
The inherent regular ODE (2.10) is affected by the complete coefficient matrix PPlAc’B- 
(PPl)‘, but not only by the first term PPlAy’B. If (PPl)(t) varies quickly, the second 
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term (PPl)’ may be the dominant one. This should also be taken into account when 
considering the asymptotic behaviour. 
(4) In general, the linear DAE (2.1) appears to be much easier if the relevant subspaces N, 
Nr, Sr remain constant, i.e., the two projectors Q, &I are constant. In that case (2.10)- 
(2.12) simplifies to 
u’ + PPrA,lBu = PPrA,‘q, (2.15) 
-(Qv)’ + w + QPlA;lBu = QPrA,‘q, (2.16) 
ZJ = Q&lq, (2.17) 
which looks like the constant coefficient case. 
Next we turn shortly to the homogeneous equation. For q = 0, the system (2.10)-(2.12) yields 
TJ = 0 and 
x = u + w = (I - (QQr)’ - QPrA;‘B) u 
= (I - (QQl)‘PP~ - QPIA,‘BPPl) U. 
The matrix I - (QQl)‘(t)(PPl)(t) - (QPrA;‘BPPr)(t) := D(t) is nonsingular. Further, 
(QPlA,‘B)(t) may be shown to be a projector onto N(t), too. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (2.1) be index-2 tractable, Qr be of class C’. The linear subspace M(t) c 
S(t), M(t) := im (D(t) P(t) PI(~)) contains the values of the homogeneous equation solution. 
Exactly one solution passes through each x0 E M(t,) at time t,, and it holds that 
u(k) = P(&) Pl(k4 x0, z(t0) = 20. 
It should be mentioned that the manifold M(t) of consistent initial values at t remains constant 
supposed the so-called canonical projectors Qr = QlA;‘BP, Q = QPlA;‘B are constant ones. 
Then we simply have 
M(t) = im (PPr) (t,,). 
The value x0 E Wm involved in the initial condition (2.14) is not expected to be a consistent 
initial value. What we have is 
but not x0 := x(tO) = x0. On the other hand, for various reasons (e.g., for starting an integration 
method) one would be interested in the complete consistent initial value x,. Of course, the 
decoupled system (2.10)-(2.12), (2.14) provides 
x0 = w(t0) + P(to) v(t0) + u(t0) 
= (QQ&‘q)’ (to) + (QP&‘q) (to) + (I- (QQd’W (PQ&‘q) (to) 
+ (I- Qf’&B - (QQd’) (to) p(b) PI(~) x0, (2.18) 
but this formula may be somewhat unpractical. From this point of view, the following system 
seems to be more useful. 
THEOREM 2.3. Given an index-2 tractable DAE with a @-projector Qr, the linear system with 
respect to (xO,yO) E lRm x JP 
A(tJ ho + @(to) - A(t,) P’(to)) xo = q (t,) , 
(Q (to) + P (4.4 &I (to>) ~0 + P(Wl (to) $0 = (I- PQd’h4 P(to> Pl(to) 2’ 
+ P(to) &l(b) @‘Q&q)’ (to> 
(2.19) 
is uniquely solvable, and it provides the consistent initial value given by (2.18) as x,. 
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To realize (2.19) in practical computations, one has to compute the projectors and derivatives 
involved. This still seems to be complicated. However, there is no general way to carry out 
consistent initial values for index-2 problems easily. 
Let us briefly describe the most common way to produce initial values (cf. (21). Form the 
derivative array system 
at t = t, by differentiating (2.1) twice. Assume the coefficients to be sufficiently smooth. Write 
the resulting system shortly as 
x0 is a consistent initial value if this linear system is a consistent one, i.e., 
Compute a matrix W such that M(t,)TW = 0, rankW = dimker(U(t,)). As a next step, the 
equation WTZ3(s,) x, = WTf(to) must be solved. 
At this point it should be mentioned that, until now, integration methods approved for regular 
ODES can be modified to work well also for index-2 DAEs at most when the leading coefficient 
matrix A(t) is supposed to have a constant nullspace. The assumption P’ = 0 simplifies (2.19) 
to some extent. However, in this case, the following linear system 
A(L) yo + B(b) xo = q(b), 
A(b) zo + B(b) yo + A’(&,) yo + B’(b) x, = q’(to), 
(pm (to) (x0 -x0) + (I - (PP1)(tO))z, = 0 
(2.21) 
seems to be easier to be handled (supposed A, B, q are C’). In some sense, (2.21) represents a 
compromise between the above derivative array method (with index reduction on the background) 
and the decoupling idea. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (2.1) be index-2 tractable and A, B, q be continuously differentiable. Let 
A(t) have a constant nullspace. Then (2.21) is uniquely solvable and its solution component x, 
is exactly the value given by (2.18). 
PROOF. Decouple the first, and second equation of (2.21) into 
PPIY, + PPIA,~Bx, = PPIA,‘q, 
-QQlvo -t &xc, + QPIA,‘BPP~x, = QPIA;lq, 
QIX, = Q&q, 
(2.22) 
and 
PPlz, + PPlA;lBy, = PPIA,l (q’ - A’y, - B’x,), 
-QQlz, + QPlA,‘By, = QPIA;~ (q’ - A’y, - B’xO), 
Qlyo = QIA,’ (q’ - A’y, - B’x,) , 
(2.23) 
respectively. In doing so, we have always dropped the argument t, for brevity. Equation (2.21) 
determines PPIz, = PPIxO immediately. Hence, (2.22) leads to 
50 = PPlx’ + PQlA,lq + QPlA,‘q - QPIA,‘BPP~x” + QQ1yo. 
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On the other hand, from (2.23) we derive 
QQIYO = QQ&’ (q’ - A’yo - B’x,) 
= (QQ&'d' - (QQ1~2~~)'yo - (QQ1~;lB)‘z, - (QQIA;‘)‘{q - Aye - BE,) 
= (QQ&‘q)’ - (QQ~A;~B)‘x, 
= (QQ&‘q)’ - (QQ~A;~sP)‘~~ 
= (QQ&‘n)’ - (QQd’Pz, 
= (QQ&‘q)’ - (QQd’ {PQI Ailq + PPd}. 
Comparing with (2.18), we know the value z, computed now to coincide with (2.18). By simply 
checking, we show (2.21) to have only the trivial solution z0 = 0, y, = 0, z,-, = 0 supposed q, q’ 
and PPlx“ vanish. I 
Most authors restrict their interest to so-called Hessenberg form equations, i.e., to systems 
x’1+ &1x1 + &2x2 = 471, 
B21x1 = q2. 
(2.24) 
In the context here, this corresponds to 
s(t) = sl(t) = {(z,‘,z,‘)’ E lP : Bgr(t)zr = 0). Obviously, t E L&(t) n Nr(t) implies ,Z = 0 
if and only if Bzr(t) Brz(t) is nonsingular, but this represents the well-known Hessenberg form 
index-2 condition. 
Under this condition, the block 
&2(t) (B21@) B12(W-’ B21W =: H(t) 
is also a projector. It projects onto im Big along ker Bzr(t). 
Denote (Bzr(t) Brz(t))-’ Bzr(t) =: F(t) and compute 
Ql= [_“, ;]y .PI=[‘;~ ;I, PQ,=[f ;I. 
The system (2.19), which was to provide a consistent initial value x,, simplifies now to 
~1,o + Bll@o) x1,0 + &2(to) x2,0 = ql(t,), 
B21(to) zl,o = q2@o)r 
(I- H(toh,o + H (to) YI,O = (I- H’(to)) (I- H(t,))x: + H(b) (B12 (B21B& q2)‘(t,), 
Y2,o = 0. 
Furthermore, the nontrivial part (i.e., dropping the zero rows) of the inherent regular ODE (2.10) 
reads now, with r~r := (I - H) x1, 
u;+ B’w + (I - B) Bliui = (I - H) ql - (H’ + (I - H) Bll) Br2 (B21B12)-1 q2. 
Emphasize once more that quickly varying subspaces may imply the dominance of the term H’ 
within this regular ODE, which corresponds to the term (PPl)‘u in (2.10). 
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3. QUASILINEAR EQUATIONS 
From the view point of applications, general quasilinear equations 
A (z(r), t) z’(t) + 9 (z(t), t) = 9 
are of greatest interest. However, although most of the things discussed here are valid for a larger 
class of equations (including those having nontrivial AL(x, t)), for more transparency, we restrict 
ourselves to a certain class described by 
A(t) x’(t) + g (x(t), t) = 0. (3.1) 
The class of DAEs (3.1) considered here covers linear continuous coefficient DAEs and nonlinear 
Hessenberg form ones as well. 
The following standard assumptions are considered to be always given. 
- The leading coefficient A E C(J, L(W’)) h as a constant nontrivial nullspace N C IP, 
kerA(t) = N, t E J. Q E L(Rm) d enotes any projector of Rm onto N, P := I - Q. 
_ g : V x J + lRm is continuous and has a continuous partial Jacobian g; : D x J + L(lW). 
D C I”, J c R are open. Let D be constituted so that x E V implies Px E V. 
As far as the constancy of kerA(t) is concerned, we have different reasons for this assumption. 
First, we do not know any reasonable practical application causing a time-dependent nullspace in 
fact. Further, up to now there is no practically acceptable method to integrate numerically even 
linear index-2 DAEs with varying kerA(t). Finally, a variable kerA(t) would demand greater 
technical effort. 
At this point, we would like to stress that, e.g., for solvability, we have to add some fur- 
ther smoothness related to the function g (cf. Theorem 3.4 below). These conditions correspond 
precisely to the necessary smoothness in the linear case (e.g., Theorem 2.1). Comparing with var- 
ious concepts for investigating DAEs, e.g., the geometric one and the index reduction (derivative 
arrays), we are doing with significantly lower smoothness, cf., e.g., [8,9]. 
Since the basic subspaces N, Nr, Sr as well as the decoupling are proved to be helpful tools for 
analyzing linear equations, we will employ these ideas to the nonlinear case. Form the subspaces 
S(x,t) := {Z E IV” : gk(x,t) z E imA(t 
Nr(x, t) := ker Al(x, t), 
&(x,t) := {z E IF” : g:(x,t) Pz E imAr(x,t)}, 
as well as the matrix 
for x E ‘D, t E J. 
AI@, t) := A(t) + g:(z, t) Q 
DEFINITION. Let Al(z,t) have constant rank, 
S(z, t) n N # {9), 
Sr(x,t) @ Nr(x,t) = Rm, x E ?), t E J. (3.2) 
Then the DAE (3.1) is said to be index-2 tractable on D x J. 
REMARKS. 
(1) Condition (3.2) allows us to use the projector Qr(x,t) of IRm onto NI(x, t) along SI(X,~) 
as well as Pl(x, t) := I - Ql(z,t). Due to Lemma A.l, the matrix 
&(x, t) := Ar(x, t) + 9:(x, t) PQl(x, t> 
is nonsingular on D x J. 
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(2) By direct checking, nonlinear Hessenberg form index-2 DAEs are shown to be index-2 
tractable in fact (cf. [7]). 
(3) For autonomous equations As’ + g(z) = 0, our subspaces and projectors receive geometric 
meaning. Roughly speaking, 
Ml := {x E U : (I - P(x)Pl(x)) AZ(o)-‘g(x) = 0} 
represents the local state manifold (cf. [lo]). Note that P(X) in Ml is chosen to be a 
special projector onto ker A. 
(4) We have again dim(N n S(z, t)) = dim NI(z, t). 
Next, given a function X* E C&(J, lFP) which proceeds in D, i.e., z,(t) E 2), t E J, we consider 
the linearized equation 
A(t) z’(t) + B(t) z(t) = q(t), (3.3) 
with B(t) := gk(x*(t),t), t E J. 
LEMMA 3.1. The index-2 tractability of (3.1) implies that of the DAE (3.3) linearized in X* E 
C&(J,EP). 
PROOF. We have Al(z,(t),t) = A(t) + B(t)Q =: Al(t), 
&I (xc*(%t) =: &l(t), 
Sl (x*(t),t) = (2 E iW* : ~(t)Pz E imAl(t)} =: S(t), 
A2 (z*(t),t) = AI(~) + B(t) PQl(t) =: A2W 
Obviously, (3.2) yields a nonsingular AZ(~), but a singular constant rank matrix A1 (t). 
REMARK. Due to Lemma A.l, the relations 
QI(~) = &l(t) AzW1d (x4%4 J=, 
&l(t) Q = 0 
I 
(3.4) 
are valid for the canonical projector &l(t) onto IV1 (t) along 5’1 (t). 
Unfortunately, the opposite of Lemma 3.1 is not true in general. The index-2 tractability of 
a linearized DAE does not necessarily spread out onto a neighbourhood of the trajectory where 
the linearization is made. 
EXAMPLE. [4,11] Consider the system 
x’1 - xi = 0, 
x; + x3 = 0, 
51 +X2X3 + XX = 0, 
which describes a nonlinear resistor network. The function 
x*(t) := 2 4 +1 ( (6 )3Y-3(Q+l)2,;+l)’ 
solves this DAE, and the related linearized DAE is index-2 tractable. However, the matrix 
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is singular at z = z+(t), but nonsingular outside, i.e., for all 22 + 35: # 0. Hence, Al(x, t) does 
not have constant rank in a neighbourhood of s*(t). This example is rather a singular index-l 
DAE having its singularities along the fold curve 22 + 32: = 0, xi + ~2x3 + xz = 0. At those 
singular curves, bifurcation phenomena, etc. may arise. For instance, 
x**(t) := (2 + t, -3 - t, 1)T 
is a second solution passing through the consistent initial point (2, -3,1) at t = 0. 
In this context, we offer the matrices Al(x, t), A~(x, t) as practical tools to detect singularities. 
The following assertion gives a sufficient structural condition to have index-2 tractability locally 
around a given function resp. point at which the linearized DAE is index-2 tractable. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let z* E C,?,(J,R”) be given and Jet the JinearJzed at x* DAE (3.3) be index-2 
tractable. tither, assume 
Qdt)Adt)-%+,t) -d%t)} = 0 (3.5) 
to be satisfied for x E D, t E J. Then, for each compact interval J,, c J there is a Q > 0 such 
that the DAE (3.1) is index-2 tractable locally on the neighbourhood 
G, := {(Y, t) : Y E B b(t), e) , t E Jo} 
of the graph 6, := {(z*(t), t) : t E Jo} c V x J. 
PROOF. For x E D, t E J, it follows from (3.5) that 
&l(t) AZ(t)-‘d(x, t) Q = &l(t) AZ(t)-‘d(x, t) PQ = 0, 
hence, 
&l(t) AZ(t)-‘A&d) = 0 
or, equivalently, im (AZ(t)-’ Al(x, t)) C Sl(t). Consequently, 
rank (AZ(t)-lAl(x, t)) 5 dim&(t) = rank (PI(t)) =: p 
is valid. On the other hand, it holds that 
A2(t)-’ A1 (x,(t), t) = AZ(t)-1 Al(t) = PI(t). 
Therefore, Al(x, t) has constant rank ~1 on ((2, t) : x E B(x,(t), et)} for sufficiently small et > 0. 
Since rank (PI(t)) = p for all t E J and for reasons of compactness, Al (x, t) has constant rank ~1 
on QQ. Let Qi(z, t) d enote the orthogonal projector onto ker Al(x, t) = Nl(x, t). Since A1 is 
continuous on &7, and has constant rank there, Qr is continuous, too. Further, the matrix 
A&t) := Ai +g;(x,t)PQi(x,t) 
depends continuously on (x, t) on G,. The nonsingularity of &(x, t) remains invariant when 
changing the nullspace projector, i.e., &(2, t) and A2(2, t) are both nonsingular or singular 
simultaneously. Therefore, &(x,t) is nonsingular for (x,t) E 6, since Aa(x*(t),t) = AZ(t), 
t E J, is so. It follows that Az(x, t) and &(x, t) are nonsingular for (x, t) E B, with a sufficiently 
small e > 0. i 
Roughly speaking, the condition (3.5) means that the nullspace component Qx is involved in 
the derivative free equations within (3.1) only linearly. This is shown by the next assertion. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let the linearized in x+ E C&(J,IP) DAE (3.3) be index-2 tractable. Then for 
(x, t) E 2) x J, the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) &l(t) AZ(t)-’ {dx, t) - g(% t)) = 0, 
(ii) S(t) {g(z, t) - g(Px, t)} E im s(t) B(t) Q, w h ere I - S(t) denotes any projector onto 
im A(t). 
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PROOF. Let x := g(o, t) - g(Pz, t). Supposing (i), we derive (dropping the argument t) 
Sz = SA2A& 
= S (BQ + BPQl - BQ(PPI)‘PQI) Ai% 
= SBQAT’z E im SBQ. 
On the other hand, taking into consideration that QIA,’ = QlA,‘S is true, we conclude from (ii) 
QIA;‘z = QIA;‘Sz = QIA,‘SBQw for certain w E Wm, 
hence, 
QIA;‘z = QIA,‘SAlw = QlA;‘Alw = 0. I 
REMARK. In particular, for the semi-explicit system 
condition (ii) simplifies to 
For instance, gz(z1, zz,t) = h(zl, t) + lo(zl,t)za leads to 
92(Zl,ZZ,q - 92(a,O,t) = &1,4~2, 
which shows (ii) to be satisfied if the image space of the Jacobian Ic(zl, t) does not vary with ~1. 
Therefore, linear equations as well as nonlinear Hessenberg form systems fulfill condition (ii). 
In the following, we deal with equations for which the structural condition (3.5) is given. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let z* E Ch(J,,IP) solve the DAE (3.1) on the compact interval J, c J and 
Jet the linearized in Z+ DAE (3.3) be index-2 tractable, &I E C’( J,, L(P)). Let the structural 
condition (3.5) be satisfied. Additionally, Jet the function 3 : 23 x J + R”, 
&/,t) := &l(t) A2W1 dy,% LED, tEJ 
possess a continuous partial derivative 3;. 
(i) Then, there is a T > 0 such that for each s E J, the initial value problem 
A(t) z’(t) + g(d$ t> = 0, 
PPl(S) (z(s) - z) = 0, 
(3.6) 
with z E Wm, IIPPl(s)(z - z,(s))11 I T, becomes solvable on the class C&. 
(ii) If 3 has continuous second derivatives jiY:,, j$, too, the initial value problems (3.6) are 
uniquely solvable. 
PROOF. On the background of Lemma 3.2, which guarantees that linearization makes sense 
now, we combine linearization and the decoupling technique approved for the linear equation. 
The whole procedure follows the lines of 1121, where autonomous equations are considered. Now 
we handle the time dependence by applying the Implicit Function Theorem always somewhat 
uniformly on J,,. 
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In more detail, the first step consists in rewriting (3.1) as 
A(t) z’(t) + B(t) z(t) + h (z(t), t) = q(t), 
using the above notations as well as 
WY, 4 := dy,t) - g b(t), t) - d b(t), t) (Y - I) , 
q(t) := A(t) xc:(t) + B(t) z*(t), 
%Y, 4 := &l(t) &(V1 h(y, t) = 3~3 t) - &l(t) (Y - z*(t)) , 
for y E D, t E Jo. 
The following properties of these functions will figure out some importance below. 
- h, h&, h, pg are continuous. 
- It holds 
h(zc,(t),t) = 0, h; (s*(t),t) = 0, t E Jo. 
- kt exists and is continuous. 
- Condition (3.5) means now 
&Y, t) = WY, t), y E DD, t E Jo. 
(3.7) 
(34 
Inspired by (2.9) and (2.10)-(2.12), respectively, we decompose 
z*(t) = &x*(t) + PPl(Q z*(t) + PQl(t) z*(t) =: w*(t) + u*(t) + h,(t), 
x(t) = &z(t) + PPl(t) z(t) + P&l(t) x(t) =: w(t) + u(t) + h(t), 
and decouple equation (3.7) into the system (dropping t-arguments) 
u’ - (PPl)‘u + PPIA,‘Bu + PPlA,’ (h(u + Pv + w, t) - q) = 0, (3.9) 
-(Qv)’ + (QQl)‘(u + Pv) + QPIA,‘Bu + w + QPIA,’ (h(v + Pv + w, t) - q) = 0, (3.10) 
v + &U + Pv, t) - v* = 0, (3.11) 
where the simple form of (3.11) is owing to (3.8). Next, (3.11) gives reason to consider the 
function 
F(U, 21, t) := v + Fi(u + Pv, t) - v*(t), 
on z)F := {(u,v,t) : (u,v) E B(u,(t),@) x B(v,(t),e),t E Jo}, whereby the size of e > 0 is 
determined by Lemma 3.2 in essence. Obviously, F is a C’ function, and 
F(ue(%va(t),t) = 0, F:, (u*(t),v*(t),t) = I, t E Jo, 
is true. For each fixed t E Jo, the Implicit Function Theorem provides a function f(.,t) : 
B(u,(t), ,Q) + Wm such that 
f (u*(Q,t) = v*ca 
For compactness reasons, we get a sufficiently small e > 0 for all t E Jo. Again, the Implicit 
Function Theorem shows the function f to be of the class C’ on 
BP” := {(u, t) : u E B (u*(t), Q) , t E Jo}. 
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becomes true. Furthermore, it holds that 
&l(t) f(‘l~, 4 = f(u, t), u E q. 
Returning to the decoupled system (3.9)-(3.11), we know the following facts: If z = u+Pv+w E 
C&(J,,Rm), J, E Jo represents a solution of (3.1) sufficiently close to LC*, then the relations 
have to be satisfied. Using (3.9) to replace u’(t) and inserting the resulting expression into (3.10), 
we find an equation that connects w(t) and u(t) (but drop t-arguments again) 
w - Qf:(w t) { (PP ) 1 ‘u - PPIA,‘Bu - PPIA;%(u + Pf(u, t) + w, t) + PPlA,‘q} 
- Qf;(u, t) + (QQ1)’ (u + Pf(u, t)) + QP&” {Bu + h (u + Pf(u, t) + w, t) - q} = 0. (3.12) 
The functional relation (3.12) suggests to look for a representation w(t) = k(u(t), t) of the solution 
nullspace component w(t), For this purpose, we proceed as above when providing f. Introduce 
the function 
K(u,w,t) := w - Qf;(u,t) (PP,)‘u+... 
on z)K = {(u,w,t) : ( u, w) E B(u,(t), e) x B(w,(t), p), t E J,,} to fit (3.12). By construction, 
K and Kh are continuous. Further, it holds that 
K (u*(t), w*(t),t) = 0, K; (u,(t), w*(t),t) = I, t E Jo. 
Applying the same arguments when considering the above function F, we find in fact a continuous 
function k : 6,” + EP, e > 0, sufficiently small, such that 
k (u*(t),t) = w*(t), 
K(u,k(u,t),t) = 0, 
Qk(w t) = k(u, t), (t&t) E Ei. 
In the consequence, any solution of (3.1) that is close to the given x* satisfies 
v(t) = f (u(t), t) 7 
w(t) = k (4th t) , 
u’(t) = ‘p (u(t), t> 7 tE Jz, 
where 
(3.13) 
cp(u, t) := (PPl)’ (t) u - (PPIA,‘) (t) {B(t) u + h (u + Pf(u, t) + k(u, t), t) - q(t)}, (u, t) E 6,“. 
cp is continuous. Note that each solution u E C1(Ju,Rm) of the regular ODE (3.13) starting at 
some u(to) = u. E im PPl(t,) has the property 
u(t) = P&(t) 4% t E J,. 
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In fact, multiplying (3.13) by I - PPl(t) =: n(t) leads to 
(flu)‘(t) - (~W’(W~)(~) = 0, 
hence, (&)(t,) = 0(t,) u0 = 0 yields (au)(t) = 0. Now we are prepared to prove assertion (i) 
immediately. Let z E Rm, s E J,, U, := PPl(s) z, 
IIPPl(s) (z - x*(s))ll = lb0 - ds)ll 5 e. 
By Peano’s Theorem, the initial value problem 
u’(t) = cp (u(t), t) , 4s) = % 
has a solution u E C1 (J,, RF). Finally, we form 5 E CA (J,, Rm), 
x(t) := k (u(t), t) + u(t) + Pf (u(t), t) , tE Ju, 
which solves the system (3.9)-(3.11), hence, the DAE (3.1). Thus we are done proving (i) with 
r=e>o. 
To gain the uniqueness in assertion (ii), the function cp should have a continuous Jacobian cpl. 
If fi has continuous second derivatives j&,, ij$, then flu, f$ are also continuous. Then K has a 
continuous derivative KL. Further, the same is true for k and, consequently, for cp. I 
REMARKS. 
(1) A sufficient condition for &I to be C’ is that g is of class C2 and A of class Cl. 
(2) In general, CA solutions seem to be natural for those DAEs. If k itself is a C1 function, 
then the solutions z(t) = k (u(t), t) +u(t) +Pf (u(t), t) are also continuously differentiable. 
However, to gain a C’ function k, formula (3.12) should provide a C1 function K. 
(3) The local inherent regular ODE is given by formula (3.13). We emphasize that (3.13) may 
be condensed to a formulation in JR?‘, /.L := rank PPl(s). 
(4) If the nullspace component Qz is linearly involved in the DAE (3.1), i.e., if g(z, t) = 
4% t) + P(t) Q z, z E D, t E J, then the function h(z, t) is independent of Qx, that 
means 
h(z, t) G h(Ps, t). 
As a consequence, formula (3.12) provides an explicit expression for w immediately. 
Theorem 3.4 also provides the theoretical basic background for solving index-2 DAEs by nu- 
merical integration methods. Another important question is whether a solution can be continued 
onto the interval [to, co) and how it behaves for t + 00. In particular, we are interested in know- 
ing whether an equilibrium is stable or unstable, etc. Let us finish this section by generalizing 
the well-known Lyapunov result to the case of autonomous index-2 tractable DAEs (cf. [12]) 
Ax’(t) + g (x(t)) = 0. (3.14) 
Let X* E D denote a stationary solution, i.e., g(z*) = 0. Of course, the linearized in x, DAE has 
constant coefficients A, B := g’(x*). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let g be ofclass C2, x* be a stationary solution. Let {A, B} form a regular index 2 
matrix pencil and let its eigenvalues have negative real parts. Let the structural condition (3.5) 
be satisfied. Then there is a T > 0, and, moreover, there exists a 6(~) > 0 to each E > 0 such that 
(i) the initial value problems 
Ax’(t) + g (x(t)) = 0, PPI (x(0) - z) = 0 
with z E Wm, llpJ+(z - x*)11 I r are uniquely solvable with solutions defined on [0, co). 
(ii) llPP~(z - x,)11 5 6(E) implies [lx(t) - xc*11 I E, t 1 0. 
(iii) It holds that 11x(t) - x+11 + 0 (t -+ co). 
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PROOF. For the detailed proof, we refer to [12]. The key point is a simpler inherent DAE (3.13), 
namely 
u’(t) = -PPIA,‘Bu(t) - h (u(t) + Pf (u(t)) + k (u(t))) . 
Its dominant part is the linear one. If X1, . . . , A,, are the eigenvalues of the pencil {A, I?}, 
~1 = rankPP1, then they also belong to the spectrum of the matrix M := -PPlA,‘B. The 
remaining m - ,u eigenvalues of M are zero, the corresponding eigenvectors span ker(PP1). By 
standard arguments, the local solutions u provided by Theorem 3.4 are extended onto [0, co), 
and IlN - usI1 + 0 is shown to be true. Finally, it remains to use the continuity of f and k 
for 2. I 
4. BACKWARD DIFFERENTIATION FORMULAS (BDF) 
In this section, we show BDFs to work well for the class of DAEs considered in Section 3. A 
precise error analysis is given. Let X* E Cj,((&,, 2’1) be the solution of (3.1) which we are trying 
to compute numerically, and the conditions of Theorem 3.4 be valid. Denote by r a partition of 
the interval [to, T], 
r : t, < tl < . . . < t, = T, 
he := te - te-l, l = 1,. . . , 12, Al := A(te), Be := B(te) = gL(s,(te), te), e = 0,. . . , n. The variable 
order variable step BDF applied to (3.1) writes 
@we-i + dxe, te) = Se, l=k,...,n. (4.1) 
Thereby, 6e represents roundoff as well as defects in the nonlinear equations to be solved per 
integration step. 1 5 k 5 6 is fixed. As a standard assumption, consider this BDF to be 
stable when applied to regular ODES. This implies certain known restrictions when choosing 
variable stepsize. In general, we assume that the quotient of the maximal and minimal stepsizes 
is uniformly bounded and the maximal stepsize is sufficiently small. The local error Te is 
k 
Te := Ae L C aeix,(te-i) + g (x*(te), te) 
he i=o 
1 aeiPx* (te-i) - (Px*)’ (te) E im Al, e 1 k. 
Te has the order p 2 1 if Px, is of class CP. Denote further 
z’e = xe - X,(te), e=o,...,n 
to be the global errors. By simple manipulations, (4.2) is transformed into 
seize-i + Bezel + h (Ze + x*(te), te) + Te - Se = 0, e 2 k. (4.3) 
Write shortly He(Ee) instead of h(Ze+x,(te), te). TO have simpler expressions below, we introduce 
the additional values 
se := Ql,eGi:Ge, C= k,...,n, 
ze := Ql,eZe + Ql,eGiiHe (Ze) =: Ql,eG$Ge, -!?=O,...,k-1. 
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Note that these $t should be understood to represent the defects in the derivative free part of 
the DAE. Moreover, according to the denotations above we write 
Al,e := Al(te), Pl,e = I- QI,~ := I- Ql(te), 
Gz,e := Al,e + BePQl,e = Gz(te). 
Recall the properties 
GT,: Ae = Pi ,eP, 
G<iBe = Gi:&J’Pi,e + Qi,e + Q. 
We try to decouple (4.1) similarly as (3.1) was. Multiplying (4.1) by PPl,eGzi, QPl,eGi$ and 
Qr,eGy,:, respectively, leads to the system 
P9,e i ~~eire-i+PP~,eG~~BePP~,e~e+PP~,eG~~He(~e)+PP~,eG~,~(~e -be) = 0, (4.4) 
2=0 
- i QQl,e kaei2e-i + Qze + QPl,eGi:BePPl,eEe 
i=O 
+ Q%eG$Je(ze) + QPl,eG$(Te - be) = 0, (4.5) 
Qi,eze + Qi,eGg:He(Ze) - Qi,eG$C = 0. (4.6) 
In the latter equation (4.6), the local error disappears since re E imAe. Use the same decompe 
sition and denotations as in Section 3, 
iie := PPl,eie, ce := Ql,eze, Ce := QZe, 
and reformulate (4.4)-(4.6) to 
1 k 
c 
G j=o 
“ej4e-j + he j=l ’ &ffe.iP(P,,e - Pl,e-j) (i&-j + PGe_j) 
•I- ppiYeG$ {Befie + He (Ge + PC! + Ge) + re - be) = 0, 
(4.7) 
- t $aejQ4-j - $ $ aej& (Ql,e - Ql,e-j) (tie-j + PCe-j) 
e po e pl 
+ tie + QPl,eG$ {B&e + He (iie + PC,e + Cl) + re - be} = 0, (4.8) 
de + Qz,eG$He (iie + Pbe) - &I eG,ibe = 0. ’ , (4.9) 
The latter equation (4.9) is free of the nullspace component Cl due to the structural condi- 
tion (3.5). Supposed a linear DAE is considered, (4.7)-(4.9) simplifies to 
Wjce-j + i $WjP (Pl,e - pl$-j) (Cl-j + P6e_j) 
+ PS,eG,i {B&e + re - se} = 0, (4.10) 
@ = i k aejQce-j + $- $ aejQ (Ql,e - Ql,e-j) (Ce_j + PC,e_j) 
e j=o e j=l 
- QPl,eGci {Be& + Te - be}, (4.11) 
ce = Qi,eGT,i&. (4.12) 
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Obviously, (4.10)-(4.12) determines iie, et, 6e (resp. ue, ve, ure) uniquely for sufficiently small 
stepsize. Hence, the BDF is feasible for a linear index-2 tractable DAE having a constant nullspace 
ker A(t) = N. By usual techniques, from (4.10)-(4.12) we derive the error estimation 
rnny IlGell I 31 eTkyl IlQell + F,y Ibe - bell + gyl IFell 7 
- L - 1 
llfiell = Ilzell, e L k, 
mm II~jII+j~~~~II~jII+~~~II~j-~jIl}~ !Lk. 
Reformulate this result in terms of the original DAE (2.1) (e.g., [4]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let the linear DAE (2.1) be index-2 tractable, Q constant and &I be C’. Then 
the variable order variable step BDF becomes weakly unstable when applied to (2.1). More 
precisely, the error estimation 
y>y IlPXe - px:,(te)ll I Si 
- 
IlQze - Quell L s2 { jFkyl llpzj - Pz*(tj)ll + y_jf llTj - a,ll} 
+S3. max 
pe-k 
’ llxj[I 9 
,...,e hj 
C L k, 
with constants S1, S2, Ss is valid. 
REMARKS. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Obviously, the “smooth components,” i.e., the non-nullspace ones behave stably. 
The weak instability is related to the nullspace components only. It is caused by the inher- 
ent differentiation problem. The dangerous part of the usual error 6e is Ze = Ql,eGciGe. 
Amplified by hh’, ;8e is involved in the nullspace component, but fortunately, its influence 
is more or less local. These facts are well-known. 
The keys for managing the BDF to work well are keeping the defects Ze small and guiding 
the stepsize control along the P-components that are not affected by the weak instability: 
Those observations are, e.g., reported in [13]. 
The background of the projected methods proposed in [14) is now to replace the computed 
component Pve = PQl,eze by the exact one, that means to put Ze = 0. For the Hessenberg 
form DAEs considered in [14], the projection PQl,e is easier to compute (cf. Section 2). 
EXAMPLE. [15] The index-2 system 
tz’l - tx; - (t + 1) Xl + x2 = 0, 
x; - X’z - 21 = -t - 1 
has the solution xl(t) = -t, x2(t) = t2. This problem was integrated by Euler backward on the 
interval [-1, 11. The table below shows the number of steps made for different given tolerances. 
tolerance 
control 1 
control 2 
10-l 10-2 10-S 10-a 10-S 10-e 
22 24 28 31 35 38 
22 26 36 40 47 676 
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Stepsize control 1 is related to the P-components only, 
L J 
but control 2 includes all components. I 
Return to the nonlinear system (4.4)-(4.6) and try to follow the lines of Theorem 3.4 for a 
further decoupling. Instead of the function F in the proof of this theorem, we define now a similar 
one, but with an additional parameter, namely 
F (u, v,t,i?) := v + i(u + Pv, t) - v,(t) - Q&)x, 
vF:={(U,w,t,~:(~,O)EB(‘1L*(t),e)xB(v,(t),@),tEJ,,TBEWm}. 
For the same reasons as above, there is a C’ function 
such that 
f:G;x JoxB(O,a)+Rm, 
F(0(0,~),@ =O, f(~(t),t,O) =v*(t); 
further, fL(u*(t),t,O) = 0, fL(~*(t),t,O) = &l(t). Next we consider relation (4.9), that is 
Ge + h (se + u*(te) + P (fit + v*(te)) ) te) - & = 0. 
For sufficiently small iit, ??e, this leads to 
de = f (%(te> + &,te,Xe) - %(te) =: fe (tie,Ze) , C=O,l,..., 12. (4.13) 
Next we replace Ge in (4.7), (4.8) by means of formula (4.13). If the DAE (3.1) is linear with 
respect to the component Qz, or more precisely, if 
s(xc, t) = a(J’xc, t) + P(t) Qs, x E v, t E J, (4.14) 
then Ge disappears in the argument of He in (4.7), (4.8) (cf. Remark 5 to Theorem 3.4). Then 
(4.7), (4.9) lead to a stability inequality for the P-component as for linear DAEs, and, moreover, 
the feasibility of the method, i.e., the existence and uniqueness of the approximations xl, C = 
k ,‘.‘, n, for sufficiently small stepsizes is proved. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.4(ii) as well as (4.14) be valid. 
6) 
(ii) 
Then there is a bound u > 0 such that the variable order variable stepsize BDF (4.1) with 
IPell 5 c, e= k,...,n, (4.15) 
is feasible, i.e., equation (4.1) is uniquely solvable for xl. 
Equation (4.15) implies the estimation 
y,y IIPxe - Px* (te>ll I Si {jgkyI II% - px* (G)ll + y!>y II? - 4//). (4.16) 
- 
(iii) Supposed there is a constant C such that 
lPjll I Chj, j 2 k (4.17) 
IIPJ’l,jxj - PPI,~x* (tj)ll 5 Chj, j=O,...,k-1, (4.18) 
then the estimation 
IlQze - QG (te)ll 2 s2 mm 
II I/ 
L Jj 
I=e-k,...,e hj 
is valid. 
+ s3 { jFkyl IIpxj - pX* (tj)ll + yzy llTj - a,ll} (4.19) 
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PROOF. The assertions (i), (ii) are proved above. It remains to investigate the term (l/he) 
Ci=, atjfie-j to obtain an estimation of the Q-component from (4.8). Again we follow the lines 
of Theorem 3.4, but now the procedure is more tricky. Due to formula (4.13) as well as to 
properties of f, we have 
WjG-j = k kaej {f( u* te 3 +G--j,te-j,Se-j) -f(U*(te-j),te_j,O)} ( -.) 
j=o 
=~~WJo’{ fh (De-j(S))6-j + fi(De-j(s))&-j} ds 
po 
= I o1 f:(De(s)> ds k $atjfie-j + 5 Cyej 1’ fi(De_j(S)) ds % j=o j=O 
+ & Wj - 
j=l 
Le I’ {fL (De-j(S)) - fL (De(s)>) ds&e-j, 
where we have denoted 
De-j(S) := (Ws(te-j)+ Sfi[_j,te-j,SXe_j). 
The term (l/he) Cj”=, WjG-j can be replaced by means of (4.7). Compute further 
’ 
he 
(.G (De-j(s)) - fL (De(s))) = 1’ .f& (G-j(r)) dr i {u* (te-j) - U* (te) + s (Cl-j - Cl)} 
1 1 
+ 
I 
.G (&-j(T)) dT - (te-j - te) (4.20) 
0 he 
+ J o1 f:z (&j(T)) dT t @t-j - 0) , 
where El-j(r) := rDe_j(s) + (1 - r)oe(s). Th e involved values of f;, f$, flu, f$, fix are 
all uniformly bounded. Further, the conditions (4.17), (4.18) lead to the boundedness of the 
terms (l/he) (iie_j - &). By putting all these expression together we find the error estima- 
tion (4.19). I 
REMARKS. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 
(5) 
(6) 
In case of the Euler backward formula, a similar assertion can be obtained without condi- 
tions (4.17), (4.18). 
Supposed the derivative free part of the DAE (3.1) is linear, the second derivative f&, 
vanishes, and consequently, one can do without (4.17), (4.18), too. 
Both conditions (4.17), (4.18) seem to be natural, but not even restrictive. Computing 
with a kth order method, we usually try even for 6j = O(rj) = O(hk). 
The proof shows the error estimation (4.19) to be sharp. For small stepsizes, the terms 
(l/hj)Sj are the dominant ones. 
By Theorem 4.2, the BDF applied to that DAE becomes weakly unstable, but fortunately 
only the nullspace component is affected. 
Formula (4.13) yields the relation 
fie = f (I& (te) + fie,te,Ze) - U+ (te) 
= f (% (te) + Ge, te,xe) - f (% (te) , te, 0) 
= 
s 
gL fL (G (te) + 
1 
Gil, te, SZe) ds 4e + J 0 fi(. . .)dsbe. 
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Recall that fL(~,(te),te, 0) = 0, fi(u*(te),te,O) = Ql,e. Hence, Ge behaves like Ql,$e in 
principle, that is 
(7) 
Ge = Ql,exe - Ql,ex* (te) M Ql,eG$G = ze. (4.21) 
Hence, trying to have small defects Se in the derivative free part of the DAE is the same 
as caring for more accurate Ql-components. In particular, the nullspace component of 
the error Ge = Q(xe - z,(te)) h as order k if the Sj have order Ic, but Xj has order Ic + 1. 
Emphasize again that, from this point of view, the “projected” methods [14] are in fact a 
nice tool for keeping ;;8j small. 
On the background of Theorem 3.4, it becomes clear that the radius e of the stability ball 
B(z*(tj), e) of the BDF is bounded below. Thus, the feasibility is guaranteed to be more 
sure than this was possible in [4]. Tischendorf [15] has proved this for the implicit Euler 
method. 
Return shortly to the case where the condition (4.14) concerning linearity with respect to the 
nullspace component is not given. Then we ask for a function similar to the function Ic(u, w, t) 
in the proof of Theorem 3.4. This procedure is technically enormously expensive. It is realized 
in [15,16] for Euler backward and multistep BDFs, respectively. However, in general the different 
errors are mixed now. Quote the result only. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.4(ii) be given. Further, Jet condition (4.18) 
be satisfied. 
(i) Then there is a bound (T > 0 such that the J3DF (4.1) with 
IPell I ff, 
is feasible. 
(ii) Supposed there is a constant C with 
ll~jll I Chj, 
I/ /I 
:Xj 5 Chj, 
3 
the following error estimation holds: 
e=k,...,n, 
e=O,...,n 
j = k, . . . , n, 
j =O,...,n, (4.22) 
y,y lbe - Z+ (te)ll I S jFkeI llpzj - px* (tj)ll + V&Z’ llTj - bjll + yz$ (4.23) 
COROLLARY 4.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.4(ii) the BDF (4.1) is convergent with the 
same order as for regular ODES. 
PROOF. This is a simple consequence of (4.23) for Sj = 0, therefore Xj = 0. 
REMARKS. 
I 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
The weak instability of the BDF (4.1) applied to more general DAEs as well as its con- 
vergence is shown in [4], but only for the case of k > 1. 
Since the errors are mixed now, it is vital to care for small terms Tjjlhj. 
Let us emphasize that in [15,16] the feasibility of the BDF is proved to refer to balls 
B(z,(te), e) having a uniform radius e > 0 independent of the stepsizes. This improves 
the results given in [4], where the related radius could not be shown to be independent of 
the chosen grid and stepsizes. 
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For a long time we have thought that the nonlinear index-2 Hessenberg form DAEs had “de- 
coupled” errors as described in Theorem 4.2. However, we have been wrong. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
3$ + sin (arcos ~1) + xi - xr2 + 1 = 0, 
x; + x3 = 0, 
x2-lnxi =O. 
(4.24) 
This DAE is index-2 tractable on 2, := {x E lR 3 : 2x3 - xi # 0). It has Hessenberg form. The 
functions xi(t) = cost, x2(t) = lncost, x3(t) = tant form a solution. Integrate on the interval 
(0.5, I.51 using accurate starting values. The table shows the global errors of all 3 components 
generated by the BDFs of order 1 and 2, respectively, with stepsize 10m5 and a tolerance bound 
of 10m8 for the Newton iterations. 
order time Xl 12 x3 
1 0.6 .105E-05 .1273-05 .6293-05 
1 0.7 .2143-05 .2803-05 .8633-05 
1 0.8 .3323-05 .4773-05 .1233-04 
1 0.9 .4603-05 .7403-05 .1783-04 
1 1.0 .5993-05 .lllE-04 .2693-04 
1 1.1 .7513-05 .1663-04 .4353-04 
1 1.2 .9213-05 .2543-04 .7783-04 
1 1.3 .112E-04 .4203-04 .1653-03 
1 1.4 .1393-04 .8173-04 .4903-03 
1 1.5 .1853-04 .2623-03 .3713-02 
2 0.6 .8933- 11 .109E-10 .120E-08 
2 0.7 .4033-09 .5273-09 .7393-09 
2 0.8 .729E-09 .105E-08 .2023-08 
2 0.9 .940E-09 .151E-08 .5053-08 
2 1.0 .105E-08 .1943-08 .2683-08 
2 1.1 .115E-08 .2533-08 .5033-08 
2 1.2 .121E-08 .3353-08 .8443-08 
2 1.3 .1223-08 .4573-08 .1763-07 
2 1.4 .llOE-08 .6483-08 .3853-07 
2 1.5 .5603-09 .7913-08 .112E-06 
As expected, the error of the algebraic component x3 is greater than that of the other compo- 
nents. We can also observe that the errors accumulate in all components. What about making 
the stepsize smaller? Both the implicit Euler method and the BDF method of order 2 have no 
problems with stepsizes 2 l.OE-7. For stepsizes about l.OE-8 more Newton iterations were 
necessary to obtain a solution. Finally, the Newton method failed for stepsizes I 5.OE-9. At 
this moment, also rounding errors have an influence, because they are not sufficiently small in 
relation to the stepsize. 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the autonomous index-2 DAE in Hessenberg form 
x; + (x2 - 1) x; = 0, 
x; - x3 = 0, 
x2 - 1 
- = 0, 
Xl 
(4.25) 
with the initial condition 
Xl(O) = 1. 
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Obviously there is only the solution 
zi = 1, 22 = 1, x3 E 0. 
The system (4.25) is constructed in such a way that (x~,O,O)~ = PPix, (0,x2, O)T = PC&a: and 
(0, 0, ~3)~ = Qx hold according to the notation above, and the system is already decoupled. The 
implicit Euler method yields 
qc - x1,e-1 
he 
+ (x2,e - 1) x;,e 
x2,e - x2,e-1 
he 
- x3,e 
x2,e - 1 
Xi,e 
= &,e 
= 62,e , 1 c= l,...,n. = 63,e 
The first equation implies: 
x2,e - 1 = xl,ebs,e and x2,e-1 - 1 = qe-lb3,e-1 
for C = 2 , . . . , N. Putting that into the 2”d and 3’d equation, we have 
xl,eba,e - xl,e-163,e-l = hex3,e + he&,e, 
and further 
xl,ebs,e - Xi,e-i63,e-i > 
2 
xl,e = qe-1 + hexl,eas,e 
he 
- Sn,e + he&,e. 
Suppose the stepsizes to be constant he = h. In order to obtain 
xi,e = xl,e-1 + O(h), 
it is obviously necessary that 
qe53,e - Xl,e-lS3,e-1 
2 
O(1) = qeb3,e h - 62,e > 
+ &,e, 
i.e., 
Xi,ebs,e - ;,e-i63,e-i = o(1) 
holds. This also means that the differential components are strongly affected by the weak in- 
stability. In order to make the influence of the errors more transparent, we have experimented 
by introducing an artifical stochastic error of maximal size lo-” into the x2-component. The 
following table shows the absolute error in the components xi, 22 and x3 at t = 10. 
stepsize Xl 12 x3 
ld-2 .702E- 12 .118E-12 .lOOE-09 
ld-3 .933E-11 .217E-11 .lOOE-09 
ld-4 .211E-09 .2223-15 .lOOE-09 
ld-5 .1793-08 .2193-09 .lOOE-09 
ld-6 .3553-07 .392E-09 .108E+oo 
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This experiment reflects the theoretical results. A smaller stepsize badly affects not only the 
algebraic component, but also the differential one. An analogous experiment using the two-step 
BDF leads to the next table. 
stepsize Xl 
ld-2 .3663-08 
ld-3 .4203-06 
ld-4 .2673-04 
ld-5 .4453-04 
ld-6 .6973-06 
x2 
.269E-09 
.105E-06 
.8123-05 
.2253-09 
.lOlE-09 
13 
.lOOE-09 
. lOOE-09 
.lOOE-09 
.2283-04 
.3453-04 
Note that the results provided by the second order BDF are even worse than those produced 
by Euler backward. 
5. ON RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS APPLIED TO 
LINEAR VARIABLE COEFFICIENT DAES 
On the background of the Sections 2 and 4, it is not surprising that also Runge-Kutta methods 
may be shown to work well for index-2 tractable DAEs having a constant nullspace ker A(t) = N, 
t E J. The following results are proved in [17] by means of the same decouplings as described in 
Section 2. 
As usual, an implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) method applied to (2.1) is given by the formulas 
(5.1) 
j=l 
A (tti) Xi + B (tei) Xe-1 + h 2 aijXi = Q (hi)I i=l Y.S.9 k, (5.2) 
j=l 
where tei := te-1 + cih and the index C of X3, h is dropped. 
Supposed the Runge-Kutta matrix 2l = (oij) is nonsingular and u-1 =: $i =: (hlij), the IRK 
method may be rewritten as 
Xe = exe-1 + )&&&jXj, (5.3) 
i=l j=1 
k 
Acted t C&j (Xj -xe-1) + B(tei)Xi = q(tei), i=l , * 1 * , k. (5.4) 
pl 
Thereby, Xi := xe_1 + hc5=1 aijX;y i = 1,. . . , k, and Q := 1 - &, $i pi&j. It holds that 
Q = lim Z-,00 R(Z) for the stability function R(z) = 1 + ,z$?~ (Ik - z%)-’ Ik. 
A special class of IRK methods are those with e = 0, or 
pj = akj, j = l,...,k. (5.5) 
With IRK methods satisfying (5.5), we have xe = Xk, thus by (5.4), 
B (tek) xe - q (tek) E im A (tek) . 
Choosing additionally ck = 1, we force the generated value into the right subspace, namely 
B (te) xe - q (te) E im A (te) . (5.6) 
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(In [6], these methods are denoted by IRK (DAE)). Recall that (5.6) implies automatically 
&I (te) xe = &I (te) G2 (te)-’ q (te) = Ql (te) -42 (te>-’ q(te> = Ql (te) x (tel. (5.7) 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (2.1) be index-2 tractable, whereby &I is C’. Then each IRK with 1~1 < 1 
being applied to (2.1) becomes feasible and only weakly unstable. The weak instability is related 
to the nullspace components only. The P-components behave stably. 
For the proof we refer to [17]. There the decoupling technique is combined with the Runge- 
Kutta calculus, which naturally leads to extensive expressions. 
Next we quote the following convergence result from [17]. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be given, further q 2 1. Then, if the initial 
step is made with 
112 (to) - xoll < cOhQ+r 
and the linear systems to be solved per integration step have defects bounded by 
the following error estimations are true: 
(i) IIPx(te) - PseII 5 clhq supposed T = 0, B(q), C(q). 
(ii) IlQx(te) - &sell 5 c2hq supposed r = 1, B(q), C(q). 
(iii) IIPX(te) - PXeII 5 c,hq+’ supposed T- = 1, B(q + l), C(q). 
(iv) IlQdte) - &sell I c4hq+’ supposed T = 2, B(q + l), C(q), pTU-‘cq+’ = 1, flTU-2cQ+1 = 
q+l. 
Note that c,,,..., c4 are constants, and B(p), C(p) are the well-known Butcher conditions 
(cf. [18]). Fu th r er, it should be mentioned that also results on the case 1~1 = 1 as well as on 
super convergence are presented in [17]. All results are confirmed by the respective numerical 
computations. 
However, in this context, we want to direct the attention once more to projected variants of 
IRK methods [14]. Of course, IRK methods with ck = 1 and (5.5) generate values xl having au- 
tomatically the right component Ql(t)xe (cf. (5.7)). H ence, there is no use of making a numerical 
projection. On the other hand, taking any feasible IRK to produce certain Ze and putting 
xe := (I- P&l (te)) 2e + P&I (te) G2 (te)-’ q @e) , 
we drop the most dangerous errors. By this, consequently, (5.6) is achieved again, but we may 
have higher order methods. However, whether computing the projection is cheap depends on 
the DAE coefficients. It is not very expensive in case of Hessenberg form equations (cf. [14]). In 
general, it is not yet clear which variants are more effective. 
6. BRIEFLY ON HOW INTEGRATION METHODS 
ASYMPTOTICALLY BEHAVE 
Continue to consider linear DAEs (2.1) with constant nullspace kerA(t) = N, t E J, but now 
on J = [O,oo). Rewrite the decoupled version of (2.1) with the aid of formula (2.7) as 
u’ - PP;u + PPIG;lBu = PPIG;‘q + PP;v, 
-Qv’ + QQ;(u + Pv) + w + QPlG;‘Bu = QPlG,‘q, 
v = QlG,‘q. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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Note that the use of Gz instead of Az seems to be easier when analyzing numerical methods. 
The L-step BDF applied to (2.1) decouples simultaneously into (cf. (4.10)-(4.12)) 
;f? 
3=0 
%W--j + i $ QjP (S,e - Pl,e-j) “e-j + PPl,eGc:Beue 
pl 
= PPl,eG&e - t k ajP (Pl,e - Pl,e_j) we-j, (6.4) 
j=l 
- i $ %@e-j - i $ aj& (&l,e - Ql,e-j) (ue-j + I’ve-j) + we + QPl,eGL$Beue 
po J=l 
= QPr,eG,:qe, (6.5) 
(6.6) 
In particular, supposed the inhomogeneity q vanishes identically, the Qi-components v(te) and ue 
are both zero, and there results 
QjP (Pl,e - Pl,e-j) Ue-j + PPl,eGy,:Beue = 0 (6.7) 
to approximate 
u’ - PP;u + PPIG,‘Bu = 0 (6.8) 
and, further, 
We = -Q%eS,~Beue + f C aj& (&I,! - Ql,e_j) “e-j 
pl 
for 
w = -QPIG,‘Bu + QQ:u. 
Now it becomes clear (not surprisingly in this context) that the BDF applied to (2.1) generates 
exactly the same BDF applied to the inherent regular ODE (6.8) if and only if both the projectors 
P(t) and PI(~) d o not vary with t. For constant projectors P and PI all known results concerning 
the asymptotical stability (e.g., A-stability, B-stability), for regular linear DAEs remain valid for 
index-2 DAEs, too. 
On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 2, varying subspaces may cause the term Pi to 
appear dominantly in the inherent regular ODE itself. For instance, the backward Euler method 
provide, then 
i (ue - ue-1) - i P (Pl,e - 9,e-1) ue-1 + PPl,eGi:Beue = 0, 
which shows that u(te) -ue + 0 (e + co) may or may not happen. However, this is not surprising 
since we cannot expect any discretization method without profound information on the inner 
structure to follow the subspaces precisely. Naturally, similar arguments apply to Runge-Kutta 
methods, too. 
Finally, assume the conditions of Theorem 3.5 on the asymptotic stability of the stationary 
solution z* to be given and, additionally, the structural condition (4.14). Then the BDFs applied 
to that DAE (3.1) work well in the sense that they provide the same ue as we would obtain when 
applying the BDF to the inherent regular ODE. 
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APPENDIX 
BASIC LINEAR ALGEBRA LEMMA 
A basic connection between the spaces appearing at the tractability index and the choice of 
the corresponding projectors is given by the following Lemma, which may be directly obtained 
from Theorem A.13 and Lemma A.14 in [6]. 
LEMMA A.l. Let A, B, 0 E L(lFP) be given G2 = a, im (8) = ker(A), i.e., let 0 be a projector 
onto ker(A). Call ,!? := {z E Rm : Bz E im (A)}. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
-- 
(i) The matrix G := A + BQ is nonsingular. 
(ii) Wm = S @ ker(A). 
(iii) 3 n ker(A) = (0). 
If c is nonsingular, then the relation 
-- 
i& = QG-'B 
holds for the canonical projector OS (canonical means: as projects JP onto ker(A) along s). 
PROOF. (i) --f (ii) At first, the space R” can be described as s + ker(W), because 
-- 
z = (I - QG-%) z + QG-‘& =: .zl + z2 
holds for any z E IR”. Now z2 obviously lies in ker(A), because a is a projector onto ker(A). 
For ~1, we obtain --- 
Bzl = (I - BQG-l) Bz = &?‘Bz E im (ii), 
i.e., z1 E 3. It remains to show that Snker@) = (0). For that, let z E Snker(A). Then z = ax 
holds and there exists a z E W” so that 
-- 
AZ = Bx = BQx and so @‘At = c’-‘gQx, 
i.e., (I - &) z = &x, so 0 = Qx = x. 
(ii) + (iii) This holds trivially because of the definition. 
(iii) + (i) Let x E IRm be chosen such that cx = 0, i.e., 
-- 
BQx = --Ax, and so ax E 3. On the 
other hand, ax lies in ker(A). Thus, x E ker(Q) holds because of the assumption. That means 
Ax = 0, hence x E im (0). Therefore, x = 0 must hold, and c is nonsingular. 
Because of the uniqueness of the partition (*), the latter assertion follows immediately. 1 
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